Abstract. We discuss the use of a genetic algorithm (GA) to invert data for many acceptable solutions, in contrast to inversion for a single, "optimum" solution. The GA is a directed search method which does not need linearization of the forward problem or a starting model, and it can be applied with a very large mode!-space. Consequently, fewer assumptions are required and a greater range of solutions is examined than with many other inversion methods.
The GA method is an iterative, non-local, controlled search, which operates with populations of trial solutions to find new solutions with lower "misfit", where the misfit is given by a comparison of predictions from the solutions with data. Beginning with a random initial population of solutions and corresponding misfits, succeeding populations are created by three stochastic processes' 1) selection -saving those solutions with smaller misfit, 2) crossover -combining parts of two solutions to form new trial solutions, and 3) mutation -making small changes to the solutions. New populations are created until a convergence criteria is reached. The GA search produces a large set of solutions which give an estimate of the misfit surface in the model space.
Genetic Algorithms for Acceptable Solutions
Unfortunately, many inverse problems in geophysics are non-linear and poorly constrained. Such problems may have multiple, broad or topologically complex regions of minimum misfit in the solution space. Our experience and other work [e.g., Goldberg, 1989; Stoffa and Sen, 1991 ] indicate that with this type of problem, each run of a GA tends to converge to a single, local minima, and in different runs different minima may be found depending on the parameters controlling the GA.
Many GA applications converge to a local minima because they are configured for rapid convergence with the goal of finding an "optimum" solution. Here, the GA is configured to attempt to find many acceptable solutions -solutions representing all regions of the model space that
give a misfit with the data below some level (Figure 1 ).
We begin with a GA similar to that described by Sambridge and Drijkoningen [1992] , but set the rates of crossover and mutation relatively low so that many solutions pass unchanged to the following generations, we flip many bits in each mutated string, and the best solution of each generation is not explicitly saved. In addition, we define a minimum misfit value and reset lower misfits to this value; this reduces the stalling of the GA in deep minima that are much lower than the acceptable level. These adjustments tend to produce a smaller but more stable and diverse set of acceptable models relative to a GA configured for rapid convergence.
Application to Group Velocity Dispersion
The . This increase in scatter shows the loss of constraint on the solutions at depth primarily due to the lack of dispersion data at greater than 300 sec period.
There is increased scatter on the dispersion curves at shortest periods; the corresponding scatter in the models occurs in the upper crust. This scatter indicates poor constraint on velocity at shallow depth due to the lack of shorter period data. There is also increased scatter and diversity in the models near the Moho discontinuity because a truncated set of low-order surface-wave modes cannot uniquely resolve a discontinuity. Some models have a strong velocity contrast across a deep Moho discontinuity and a distinct, high-velocity mantle lid, while other models have a weaker Moho discontinuity at shallower depth and no high-velocity lid. 
Discussion
Two families of dispersion curves from Eurasia were inverted with a GA configured to find large sets of acceptable solutions. The scatter in the set of acceptable models shows how the variance and the resolution of the dispersion data maps between data and the model spaces. This scatter shows trade-offs between Moho velocity contrast and depth, and between layer velocities and thicknesses, and indicates the maximum depth resolution of the inversion and the uncertainty in the conclusion that the upper mantle S velocities vary across the TTZ.
The GA presented here was configured to improve the stability of the inversion, producing more consistent images of the better-fitting regions of the model space. This stability is obtained at the expense of slower convergence and somewhat poorer-fitting best solutions than with a more "standard" GA and the results still show some dependence on the GA parameters. More significant modifications to the GA, or perhaps some other search method, may be required to aaequately define the complex topology of the acceptable misfit region of the solution space for many geophysical problems.
